
Welcome to the February issue of digital Golf Range Magazine!

Inside this issue, you will find the following features:

• Range Renovation: Pebble Beach Builds a World-Class Learning Center –
Held up in permitting for nearly a decade, the new golf academy and
practice complex at this renowned golf resort is open for business and
positioning itself among the resort world’s very best

• Player Development: Beyond the Spotlight, a Tampa Golf Center Serves a
Diverse Clientele: The pioneering Florida golf promoter Beth Winkler
Kaufman brings a spontaneous, passionate atmosphere to one of the most
inclusive golf facilities you’ll find

• Grow the Game: Split Personality Leaves Landmark Course Pondering its
Practice Amenity: The USGA, now public golf-oriented, is taking its 2015
Open to Chambers Bay. Should the mighty muni on Puget Sound have a
practice range that’s a bit more polished?

• Range Research: Thanks to an enthusiastic member response, the current
GRAA operational survey is yielding timely and reliable stats to guide
range operators

• Video File: PGA Professional Michael Haywood on challenging low
handicappers and tournament competitors with swing-sculpting drills

Keep it fun and thanks for supporting the GRAA.

Best Regards, 

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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SPORTY
EXTERIOR.

Lightweight hosel: 
Adjustability with no 
loss of performance.

CUSTOM-ENGINEERED INTERIOR.
On the outside, the new i25TM adjustable driver says performance 
and control. Inside, the multi-material driver has the horsepower to 
match. A CG positioned low and back reduces spin and delivers 
an extremely high MOI for forgiveness while stabilizing launch 
conditions to give you the distance you demand. To get the perfect 
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help keep you in the fairway. Of course, there’s a lot more to it, so 
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NEW WEBSITE? RESPONSIVE

WEBSITE? NEED AN APP?

CAN YOU TRUST THE CLOUD?

WHAT IS WINDOWS 8 ALL

ABOUT? LOOKING FOR IT

staffng?

LINKSTECHNOLOGY.COM

847.252.7600

TECHNOLOGY
CHANGES

WE help it
make cents
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Ranges Are a Major Focus at
Facilities of All Types

Pebble Beach Golf Links has hosted six major championships with another
on the schedule by decade’s end.  Meanwhile, up the Pacific Coast, Cham-

bers Bay is getting ready to host what it hopes will be the first of multiple majors.
What do these two high-end coastal courses have in common, besides their
time zone?  Each of them is focusing on their range facilities.

The municipal facility that will host the 2015 U.S. Open, Washington’s Cham-
bers Bay, has a large range area that is relatively undistinguished.  As this month’s
issue of Golf Range Magazine explains in a story that begins on page 44, the
practice area at Chambers Bay is large enough for the Open’s 156-player field,
but needs additional targets and visual elements that will help the game’s best
players tune their swings for next season’s second major.  Over the longer term,
the Chambers Bay staff is looking at ways to make the range a more integral
part of instruction and player development efforts.  Check out the story to learn
more about the current state of the range, and the challenges it faces as Cham-
bers Bay moves into the future.

For Pebble Beach, size was an issue for decades with the famed facility’s
range, which struggled to live up to the premium experience presented by the
rest of the resort.  You can consider that issue firmly resolved, however, thanks
to the newly opened Pebble Beach Golf Academy & Practice Facility.  As you’ll
see in the story that begins on page 26, the new range and learning area was
open in time for the recent AT&T National Pro-Am, but will have a bigger
impact on day-to-day business at the resort, which is scheduled to host its next
U.S. Open in 2019.

Pebble Beach and Chambers Bay are focusing on ways to emphasize and
energize their ranges now and into the future.  If range upgrades are one of the
biggest priorities for two of the best-known golf facilities on the West Coast,
each with major championships on the calendar, that’s a clear sign to me of the
important place ranges occupy in today’s golf environment.

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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To get right to the results, let’s take
stock of what constitutes a GRAA
member range, amenity by amenity.
Some 424 survey-takers responded to
our question about what amenities
they offer and – to show you how green-
grass our GRAA membership tends to

be – no fewer than 87 percent said
their range has natural turf on at least
some of its hitting space.  Likewise, 86
percent said their range had a grass
putting green and 82 percent said
theirs had a short game practice area.
No less than 38 percent claimed to

have “multiple tee areas.”  Generally
they were indicating that their range
was double-ended.  The amenity we
called a Private Teaching Area drew 
a 53 percent affirmative response.
Somewhat surprisingly, a 24 percent
segment listed Lighting for Night Use
as part of what they could offer the
practicing golfer.  Data published last
year by the GRAA showed high poten-
tial for added revenue if lights could be
added, and that motivator seems to
have been heeded.

One of the best glimpses you can
get into the mindset of range owners
comes from asking them what they
don’t offer the customer but wish they

R A N G E R E S E A R C H
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Comprehensive New Range Survey
Delivers Vital Data

Thanks to an enthusiastic member response, the
current GRAA Operational Survey is yielding timely and
reliable stats to guide range operators.  BY DAVID GOULD

In golf’s practice-and-learning segment, owners and managers

are ever in need of accurate and timely data.  As the organiza-

tion dedicated to gathering and providing it, the GRAA recently

went back into the field with a new operations survey.  We thank

the nearly 600 member facilities who set aside time to fill out our

scientific survey document.  We used their responses in gathering

a cache of new quantitative information to process and share.

Multiple teeing grounds, like this double-
ended design at Gateway Country Club in
southwest Florida, are featured on 38
percent of the ranges that took part in the
survey.
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Sales 800.641.4653 | Fax 239.369.1579

www.easypicker.com
Email: salesdept@easypicker.com

Easy Picker Golf’s latest innovation in wireless technology, Range-Express Software     

with real-time access to all accounts and compatibility with all POS computer systems.        

•   Completely Wireless and Real-Time – No need to manually transfer data from 

dispenser to main computer as with other ball dispenser management systems.    

•   Accountability – Tracks tokens, cash, pin numbers, media cards and credit cards.  

Sun City Grand purchased the Range-Express System to replace an

older, out of date computerized system that was failing and causing

us much heartache.  After two years of research we switched over to

Range-Express which allows us to easily monitor sales and dis-

penser events/activities at the click of a button from any computer

on our network. I would recommend Range-Express for any course

that is looking for a computerized range system. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Hochman, PGA, GCSAA

Director of Golf Operations 

Sun City Grand     Surprise,  Arizona

New! 
Easier to 

Read 
Display

Easy Picker Golf Products   

Media Cards

Pro Shop Computer

Go Wireless! with Range-Express

Range-Express
Software
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did or could.  Our respondents spread
their answers across a wide array of
wish-list items.  The three that each
received 50 or more checkmarks (out
of 591 total) were Covered Hitting
Areas (with 81 respondents saying this
was an important missing piece), a
bona fide Short Course (cited by 63
respondents) and one or more Launch
Monitors (with 60 respondents saying
such equipment would make a valu-
able addition).  Coming in a close
fourth for this question was another
creature-comfort feature, Heated
Bays.

That said, the prevalence of ball
flight monitors or launch monitors
continues to grow at a steady clip.  Of the
591 ranges that sent back completed
surveys, 210 of them – or 36 percent –
said they have this kind of equipment
as part of what they offer.  Brand pref-
erence was asked in a follow-up ques-
tion, with scattered results that show
no true dominance of the category.
Seven different makers were in use at
20 or more of the surveyed ranges.
FlightScope made the best showing
with 72 respondents, followed by
TrackMan at 48 and V1 Sports at 39.

On the clubfitting front, respon-
dents provided both quantitative and
write-in answers.  We always like to ask
serious teaching professionals how
they handle the revenue aspect of
their fitting activity.  In this survey we

worded the question thusly: Does
your range facility charge a clubfitting
service/labor fee? The three possible
answers were yes, no and “Only if the
clubs are not purchased.”  Among the
413 answers, 28 percent said yes, they
do charge, 37 percent said no and 35
said their customers only had to pay a
straight fee if they decline to make a
club purchase as a result of the fitting
session.

Overall, some 71 percent of survey-
takers answered yes to the question of
whether their range facility offered
clubfitting services.  Only 13 percent
said no, while the other 16 percent left
this question blank.  It was interesting
to see how many equipment makers
were represented via their fitting carts
on the ranges of our GRAA members.
Brands like Titleist, PING, Callaway
and TaylorMade, it’s no surprise, show
extremely deep penetration into this
service-driven end of the golf gear
business.  What’s further impressive is
seeing that 90 Cobra fitting carts are
on-site at these 591 facilities, along
with 58 Cleveland carts and 62 bearing
the Adams brand.  This is a testament
to the depth of the industry’s commit-
ment to get precision-fitted woods and
irons into golfers’ hands.  When a cus-
tomer asks to be fitted, he or she will
get a chance to hit clubs made by mul-
tiple vendors.

One of the industry’s quiet revenue

streams is club repair.  The respon-
dents to this survey turn out to be
impressively active in the repair end of
the business.  The vast majority offer a
generous menu of services, with 262
of our 591 ranges indicating they do 
re-shafting and 239 saying their shops
handle loft and lie adjustments.  The
mainstay of this revenue area, regrip-
ping, is a service performed at 358 of
the ranges that took part in the survey.
It’s worth noting that about one-fourth
of the facilities that regrip clubs report-
ed gross revenue from regripping of
$5,000 or more.

As more and better data gets accu-
mulated via GRAA proprietary re -
search – along with partnered projects
we will conduct going forward – the
cost side of range operations will 
get some needed attention.  Like any
de partment of a golf operation, the
range or learning center performs best
when it’s got a discrete profit-and-loss
statement that management can use as
a guide or even a personnel motivator.
Within this 2013 Operational Survey,
there are blocks of data relating to 
capital improvements, rotating stock
and other baseline expenditures.  Look
for a future installment of our Range
Research column to dig into those
numbers and provide a snapshot
report of how leading operators over-
see the spend and quality levels these
re-stock decisions entail.  ■
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Short-game training setups: Almost 82 percent of survey respondents have a facility for dedicated greenside teaching.

Out of 591 surveyed
ranges, 210 said they
use launch monitors.
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World Leader in Range AutomationUK & Europe

More than 300 range owners  
have found a way to drive more range 

revenue despite the tough economy.

These are not easy times for anyone. Range owners and managers have to watch every 

penny. But some range operators have found a way to retain and attract more customers 

— and get them to spend more time and money at their driving ranges.

Best of all, they’ve upgraded their ranges with no capital investment and minimal risk.

Does it sound too good to be true? Well, it is true, and we’ve got the customers to  

prove it. We can show you why golfers are driving 5 million balls a day off Power Tee® 

automatic tee systems in the US, Canada and Europe, and why Power Tee systems are 

installed in more than half of all commercial driving ranges in the UK.

We’ll show you how our no-risk free trial and unique leasing program can lead to  

permanent increases in range revenues, customer satisfaction and loyalty.

To find out how, call Martin today at 1-877-POWERT1 (1-877-769-3781) or visit www.powertee.com.
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W E A T H E R I M P A C T

In cooperation with Pellucid Corp, a
leading industry insight and information

provider, each month Golf Range
Magazine will present research which
demonstrates how the weather has
impacted the number of “Golf Playable
Hours” in multiple regions of the country.
While ranges may be somewhat less
influenced by the weather than golf
courses, the above information should still

provide a performance metric worthy of
review.  This map shows the percentage
increase or decrease for the month 
shown vs. the comparable month from a
year ago followed by the year-to-date
results from January through the current
month reported.

For more information about Pellucid
Corp and how the data was compiled, visit
Pellucidcorp.com.

W E A T H E R  I M P A C T  A N A L Y S I S
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Golf Playable Hours: December
Each region includes: Month % / YTD %

+/-100% = increase/decrease
exceeds 100% due
to small base value

N/A = out-of-season period
and not reported
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Refined Drills for Better Players,
Efficiently Demonstrated
The work of swing-sculpting moves in stages.  You communicate, demonstrate, then
coach and train through the use of appropriate drills.  Michael Haywood shows how.

The classic drills we’ve all seen aimed at intermediate or beginning players

have a simple charm to them.  The feet-together drill promotes shoulder

turn.  The sand-covered board in the practice bunker teaches a newbie to swing

through and avoid digging down.
Drills designed to work with a golf swing that is already advanced and quite strongly structured

will take on a more subtle styling.  The best of these drills are valuable to have in your repertoire
and enjoyable to watch in action.

At Tucson (Ariz.) Country Club, Michael Haywood has enough accomplished players to keep
in constant need of drills and exercises that suit their special needs.  The club’s PGA Professional
and Director of Instruction, Haywood is shown in this fast-paced video working with a Web.com
Tour professional and coaching him assertively.

The opening drill in the video is intriguing to follow—it’s a tempo exercise that builds awareness
of the pause-at-the-top.  “It’s ideal for the quick-transition player,” Haywood advises.  The second
drill he demonstrates with his student is devoted to path and uses an alignment stick.  The third
drill, deploying an extra golf ball, tends to produce a rake-it-away effect on the takeaway that will
exert a desired influence on clubhead path.  Not every student is ready for drill difficulty of this
level, but among your better players there is surely a need for coaching of just this kind. ■
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SYNTHETIC TURF + N

HYBRID 

t Constant flooding

t Nasty rollups

t Will have to replace within 2 years on average

t Difficult to retrieve golf balls with the range picker

Traditional Turf

*We’re giving away our NRT 2500 turf that can be used as a hybrid turf or standalone turf.  

Achieve a divot like feeling without creating a divot.

Seed it and watch it grow.

Contact us for your free 5'x5' turf today!
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+ NATURAL GRASS =

ID TURF

21 Golf in Palisades Park, NJ was awarded 

the 2013 GRAA Top 50 standalone range 

using our Turf on their range.

t Excellent Drainage

t UV Protected

t Extremely durable

t Will stay flat on any surface, especially when grass 

   is being grown from underneath

t Cost efficient

EZ Hybrid Turf
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What Do You Get the Golf Resort that Has Everyt

Laird Small, longtime PGA director of instruction 
at the Pebble Beach Academy, works on bunker play with a
student at the new, state-of-the-art complex.
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ything? Its Own Full-Scale Learning Center
Pebble Beach was always the golf property that didn’t need a stellar teaching and 
practice amenity because its course was so big a draw. Now the iconic resort has 

an academy complex second to none  BY SCOTT KRAMER

Photos by Marc Howard/TGO
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That was then, this is most assuredly
now. Golf facilities up and down the
prestige scale have been competing
and jostling for best-in-class on the
practice-and-learning end of the golf
operation. And yes, even noble icons
have been called for duty. And so, right
across the street from the former prac-
tice grounds, there now stands the
new Pebble Beach Golf Academy 
& Practice Facility, a completely
updated range and state-of-the-art
teaching facility. The renovation –
which began May 30 of last year and
just had its grand opening on January
23 – is a huge point of pride for the Peb-
ble Beach Company, which hails it as a
“new standard for instruction, training
and technology for golf destinations
around the world.” It was company

CEO Bill Perocchi who cut the cere-
monial ribbon and welcomed guests

to tour the new Golf Academy build-
ing and practice facility.

“Today marks an important mile-
stone for Pebble Beach Resorts,” said

Perocchi during the event. “We now
have a practice facility and golf acade-
my that rivals any in the world.” As
hoped and planned, the new academy
and its sleek surrounds are online in
time for the PGA Tour’s 2014 AT&T
Pebble Beach National Pro-Am. With
this vital improvement now in place –
one that naturally was debated and
negotiated heavily before permits
could be issued – the resort company
is underway with its Del Monte Forest
Project. It’s a multi-phase, 10-year
development and conservation plan
that’s striving to protect 635 acres of
native habitat, even as it updates and
expands resort facilities, improves
traffic access and enhances the guest,
visitor and resident experience. The
project’s other components include
100 new guest rooms and expanded
group meeting space at The Lodge at
Pebble Beach and The Inn at Spanish
Bay. There will be new parking lots, as
well, along with a new 100-room hotel
near Spyglass Hill Golf Course. 

But for now, the 85-tee driving
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When your brother-in-law finally splurged on his dream

golf trip to Pebble Beach, the hour-long debriefing he

gave you probably contained no mention of Pebble’s driving range.

Compact in size and basic in its configuration, the old range at the

famous links hardly deserved mention as an “amenity.”

“Pebble Beach now
has a practice facility
and golf academy that
rivals any in the
world.” —Bill Perocchi

A spacious and technology-filled academy building
stands at one end of Pebble's new double-tee range.
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range complex is the centerpiece. The
new 350-yard-deep, double-ended
range is located directly across Portola
Road from the old range, which by the
way stayed open during construction,
and adjacent to the par-3 Peter Hay
Golf Course. It’s roughly twice the size
of the old complex, too, with more hit-
ting bays and target greens, a larger
4,500-square-foot putting green, and
an expanded short game practice area
that includes practice bunkers, chip-
ping tees and chipping greens.

The new range closely resembles
the experience of playing Pebble
Beach Golf Links, in a range setting.
“The practice facility features the
same kind of bunkering, green speeds
and similar shot values as Pebble
Beach Golf Links,” says Laird Small,
PGA Professional, instructor and
director of Pebble Beach Golf Acade-
my. Before this new facility was con-
structed, Small managed to keep
Pebble and its academy program
rated highly among resort instruction
options. He has been listed among
GOLF Magazine’s Top 100 Teachers
in America for 2013/2014, Top 50
Growth of the Game Teaching Profes-
sionals by our own Golf Range Associ-
ation of America in 2012, and Golf
Digest’s Top 50 America’s Greatest
Teachers for 2011. “For a pre-round
warm-up, it’s nothing short of ideal,”
Small says of the new setup.

The new driving range is open to
guests of Pebble Beach Resorts,
golfers and Pebble Beach Golf Acad-
emy students. “The vision for the new
Pebble Beach practice facility is to
provide the modern player with every-
thing they need, from individual game
improvement and group instruction
to complete warm-up training and
clubfitting,” says R.J. Harper, Pebble
Beach Company’s executive vice pres-
ident of golf and retail. "It’s exactly
what you would expect from Pebble
Beach Resorts – ample, exciting and
cutting-edge.”

As if that weren’t top-notch
enough, consider that directly adja-
cent to the range, the new 3,000-square-
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An indoor-to-outdoor hitting bay
equipped with the TourBound Golf
Training Robot is just part of Laird Small's
current technology arsenal for teaching.
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foot Pebble Beach Golf Academy fea-
tures state-of-the-art instructional
technology, an expanded clubfitting
area, a covered hitting bay for lessons,
and three learning studios with unsur-
passed putting and full-swing technol-
ogy. This helps further complete an
already amazing golf experience for
guests. Resident instructors Small,
Dan Pasquariello and Sally Dodge will
continue to provide personalized, cus-
tomized lessons.

The academy is so elite that each
instructor is handpicked and trained in
the Pebble Beach tradition of guest
service and individualized attention,
undergoing a full year of certification
that includes tutelage in the short game,
long game, putting, course strategy,
golf concepts, golf’s mental and physi-
cal aspects, video analysis, guest satis-
faction, and more. The ambitious Del
Monte Forest Project was 20 years in

the making, say officials, who finally got
the California Coastal Commission’s
unanimous approval in May of 2012.
What had been a bucket-list experi-

ence is already upgraded substantially,
with more improvements to come.

So, when your golf-nut brother-in-
law makes his next trip out to the 
Monterey Peninsula, you can expect
him to talk about a destination learn-
ing center – maybe even a lesson that
cured his funky fade for good.  ■
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As this interior shot at Pebble Beach reveals, today’s top academy accommodations go
beyond science and skill-development, offering comfortable spaces to relax. Below right,
For any learning center, the extent of the equipment on hand for diagnostics and
coaching of a player’s putting skills can be a real difference-maker.
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P L A Y E R D E V E L O P M E N T
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Just Beyond the Spotlight, a T
Brings Enjoyment to a Wide A
Since opening the Lutz Executive Golf Center in 2002, Beth Winkler Kaufman has 
brought a spontaneous, passionate atmosphere to one of the most inclusive golf 
facilities you’ll find. BY CHRIS LEWIS
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a Tampa Golf Center 
Audience
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At times like these, it’s worth
remembering that player develop-
ment in golf has historically been an
act of individual passion and convic-
tion.  The pied-piper approach, driven
by a personal and almost evangelical
motive, is what Walter Keller, Joe Jem-
sek, Leo Fraser, Kim J.  Brown and so
many others were all about.  Even as
the industry searches for player-devel-
opment systems and practices that can
be widely adopted, that heart-and-
soul element can’t be forgotten.

A modern-day exemplar of it is
Beth Winkler Kaufman, who learned
the game in exclusive surroundings
and got inspired to bring golf far
beyond those confines.  For 20-plus
years, Kaufman was a serious amateur
golfer, playing in tournaments up and
down the Eastern Seaboard.  She
savored the experience of individual
competition, knowing she would suc-
ceed or fall short based solely on her
own performance.  But as time went

by, the high-prestige environment of
member-only golf ceased to provide a
comfort zone.

“I was a member of several country
clubs and I realized that some golfers
were simply not welcomed at these
clubs,” Kaufman says.  “The game had
given me so much joy throughout the
years that I wanted to give the public
something back – by building a family-
friendly establishment that everyone

could enjoy.”
In 1991, Kaufman began searching

for property somewhere in the Tampa,
Fla., area.  She needed enough
acreage to build a golf facility where
seniors, children, and the physically
challenged could learn the game in a
laid-back atmosphere.  Her vision for
the facility included a pro shop, a par-
three course and a driving range to
accommodate golfers of all ages and
skill levels.  It would cater to newer
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Above, hole No. 2 of the Lutz Executive
course.  Below, Kaufman poses in a colorful
hand-painted hat.

“Nothing we do for any
child is ever wasted.
If they can dream it,
they can do it.”
— Beth Kaufman

G olf has been opening up and reaching out.  The facilities

you would call “exclusive” are dwindling in number as a

welcome-mat policy – plus programming to back it up – is becom-

ing more the norm.  When the golf industry convenes high-level

forums and summits, a principle activity is brainstorming new ways

to greet and embrace new players.
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players looking to take a private les-
son, attend a clinic, compete in the
golf equivalent of a “fun run” and gen-
erally bring an enjoying version of the
royal and ancient game into their
lifestyles.

After years of searching, Kaufman
found the perfect location to achieve
her goals, a 32-acre parcel near a 
lake in Lutz, Fla., a suburb located
approximately 20 minutes north of
downtown Tampa.  Throughout the
ensuing months, she worked with
local builders and course designers to
create a driving range and par-three
course.  By February 2002, the facility,
named The Lutz Executive Golf Cen-
ter, was opened for business.  Four
driving ranges, along with a 3,000-
square-foot chipping green, a 3,400-
square-foot putting green, and an
area devoted entirely to bunker prac-
tice, were built.  The entire driving
range complex has in-ground lighting.
To Kaufman it’s the ideal system for
all-hours golf – functional even when
the range’s turfgrass is in a heavy main-
tenance mode.

“Conventional overhead lighting
can produce glare, making it difficult
to follow ball flight,” Kaufman says.
“In-ground lighting solves that prob-
lem, while also reducing light pollu-
tion, which our nearby neighbors

have certainly welcomed.”
The Lutz Executive facility has one

section of range with a steel structure
designed by Kaufman to protect pa -
trons from the elements.  Adjacent to
it, a grassy area has been created for
short iron practice.  And, as a sign of the
center’s unique approach to detail,
each of the range’s balls is personally
culled and striped by Kaufman or her
staff members.  The golf center’s par-3
nine-hole course was designed by a
course architect who declined credit.
“Usually he sticks to designing regula-
tion courses, but he believed our par-3
course would be a challenge to create,
so he wanted to get involved,” Kauf-
man says.  “Even though he designed
the course, I still helped with the
arranging of some of the holes, as well
as the creation of a man-made pond
and waterfall.”

Each hole ranges from 85 to 164
yards, providing a true test to golfers’
short games, demanding a decent
technique in one’s wedge and short-
iron shotmaking.  Some holes have
elevated tees, others have elevated
greens.  Hazards are visible through-
out the course, as some holes are
either played through trees or are sur-
rounded by water.  The course’s signa-
ture fifth hole, known as The Marsh,
is 164 yards long, disturbing a player’s
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Kids and parents can often be seen gathering to receive awards at the conclusion of a
friendly series of competitions.
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short- iron rhythm and forcing them
to swing the longer sticks.

“Our greens and fairways are in
great condition,” she says with visible
pride.  “The course’s plantings are
beautiful and every hole is named for
the plant that thrives on that specific
hole.  Everyone who frequents the
course appreciates its beauty.”  Al -
though Kaufman and her staff mem-
bers have a strong aesthetic sense,
they never lose sight of the center’s
true purpose: to serve people in need.
On most Sundays throughout the
school year, the center hosts “Player’s
Club” sessions designed for children
aged four to 17.  A maximum of 15 stu-
dents attend the sessions to learn
about the rules and etiquette of the
game and to compete against one
another.  Physically and mentally chal-
lenged children are also encouraged
to participate.

“My staff and I are involved in get-
ting as many disabled children to
begin to understand that they can par-
ticipate in this great game,” she contin-
ues.  “All of the children and their
families are very special to us.”  For

Kaufman, the interaction with dis-
abled children is personal.  Her grand-
daughter suffered a stroke when she
was just seven weeks old; since then,
she has gone on to attend college, in
spite of the physical and mental obsta-
cles she has encountered.  “If they can
dream it, they can do it,” she states.
“Nothing we do for any child is ever
wasted.  I truly believe the best thing
to spend on children is your time.”

During the summer, Kaufman and
her staff also host a kids’ camp, which
concludes with a “Mini Masters” Ex -
travaganza in August.  A field of 34 chil-
dren with disorders ranging from
Down Syndrome to Autism spectrum
disorder, attend the camp and com-
pete against one another in individual
or scramble divisions.  They have four
opportunities to win trophies during
the extravaganza – through putting,
chipping, or closest to the pin contests,
as well as the on-course competition.
Kids who are unable to afford the
camps, regardless of their circum-
stances, are invited to participate free
of charge.

“So many of the children that attend

our programs are from broken homes,
without parents, or they very likely
have parents who are unemployed,”
says Kaufman.  “All of these children
are treated with kindness and great
respect.  That is my passion.”

But Kaufman’s philanthropy is not
limited to young people only.  All year
long, the center also hosts injured 
veterans, inviting them to play the 
par-3 course or practice at the ranges
for a discounted rate or, if necessary,
free of charge.

The center’s pro shop also gives
away used, donated clubs and bags
throughout the year.  Products such as
gloves, hand-painted hats and shoes,
golf books, and snacks are discounted.
Since opening in 2002, the center has
given away thousands of free buckets
of range balls and rounds on the par-3
to local churches, charity organiza-
tions, and fundraisers.  “People are
often shocked and excited that some-
one is helping them,” says Kaufman,
who feeds off that energy and the glow
of gratitude.

In addition to hosting tournaments
for groups such as the Foundation

BUSINESS CLASSIFIED
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Fighting Blindness and the Juvenile
Diabetes Research Foundation, Kauf-
man, along with Florida-based tour-
ing professional Gary Burdick, offers
half hour or hour-long group and pri-
vate lessons, at discounted rates, as
time permits.  Lessons are typically
hosted either outside or within the
center’s indoor teaching facility.

“The main object for any instructor
is having the student feel comfortable.
Although I am an advocate of the men-

tal side of the game, I also stress the
importance of grip, posture, stance,
and follow through,” she explains.
“Since I teach them to hit, chip, and
putt all in one lesson, I never want
clients to feel obligated to continue if
they aren’t interested.  But, of course,
I am always happy to teach them
again.”  While teaching children dur-
ing “Players Club” events or summer
camps, Kaufman and Burdick mainly
focus on providing an educational, yet

entertaining, period of instruction.
“Depending on their ability to focus

and their desire to learn, I will teach
them the basics while making them
laugh,” says Kaufman.  “I want them to
enjoy the game of golf, as well as their
time with me.”

Although her passion for instruct-
ing children is apparent, Kaufman and
her staff also provide golf clinics to
players of all ages.  Nearby churches
use the center for various golf pro-
grams, while female golfers are invited
to attend clinics hosted by the center,
regardless of their skill levels or expe-
rience.

During such clinics, Kaufman and
Burdick generally focus on the scoring
zone, shots within 100 yards from the
hole.  The importance of driving,
which Kaufman believes recreational
players are “mesmerized by,” is not
overlooked, but a majority of the les-
sons focus on putting, as well as short
iron, bunker, chip, and flop shots.
“Without question, I am an avid fan of
the game of golf, but, above all else, I
am passionate about helping others,
especially children,” Kaufman says.  “I
believe people should look for the
good in everyone they meet and
respect their journeys.”  She adds, “I
can’t imagine keeping the center 
open without being able to mentor
these children I have met and come to
know.”  ■
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Above: The chipping and putting area provides an excellent opportunity for practice.
Below: Profiting from club sales is lower-priority, given all the donations to players in need.
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You could dust off the Seinfeld line
and say: “Not that there’s anything
wrong with that.” For a small
government entity to have conceived
and boldly built this masterpiece,
then to have parlayed its investment
into world renown and a massive
economic impact (first the 2010 U.S.
Amateur, next an Open), should
prompt only praise from observers.
And truthfully, ranges don’t have to
be much more than big to meet the
one-week needs of a top-rank pro

tournament. What Chambers Bay
folks are obliged to do is make an
appropriate judgment about what
their market can and will support, in
the way of a practice “amenity.”

Chambers Bay general manager
Matt Allen balances that question
among a host of others as he thinks
about projects, improvements, profit-
and-loss and his facility’s position in
the market. Regarding the current
practice facility, Allen is candidly
matter-of-fact: “It’s really nothing

special,” he admits. That sort of
comment brings no pang to an
executive who rides herd on a golf
property this special – even as media
folk travel here from far and wide and
USGA officials continue their on-site
efforts at preparing the course and its
practice facility for our country’s
National Championship.

The sprawling size of this range is
partly what makes it nondescript and
visually dull—but size matters to
Allen and his associates from Golf
House in New Jersey. “We built the
range first for the 2010 U.S. Amateur
and now the U.S. Open,” says Allen.
“We have another range that was 
part of the original construction of 
the course that we only use in the 
off-season when the demand is such
that the size of its hitting area will
accommodate our play.”

But the main range, which opened
on the eve of the 2010 Amateur and

G R O W  T H E  G A M E
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Split Personality Leaves U.S. Open
Course Pondering its Practice Amenity
The USGA, now very public golf-oriented, is taking its 2015 Open to Chambers Bay.
Should the mighty muni on Puget Sound have a practice range that’s a bit more
polished?  BY SCOTT KRAMER

The golf industry decided at some point that learning and

practice centers had to become a true centerpiece of the golf

experience. When exactly did this happen? It’s difficult to say, but we

can figure it was sometime after June of 2007, when Pierce County

officials opened Chambers Bay. The Robert Trent Jones II-designed

golf course in University Place, Wash., is a jewel of the Pacific

Northwest and your host for the 2015 U.S. Open, but we don’t know

many people who would travel out of their way to hit balls there.
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borders a large public dog park,
doesn’t lack for acreage. It includes a
90-yard-wide by 40-yard-deep hitting
area, an expansive putting green, and
two short-game greens with bunkers.
In other words, there’s plenty of room
for a lot of golfers. What the range
doesn’t have is any building to house
a modern teaching academy,
clubfitting gear, high-tech video
equipment, or anything of the sort.

“Between now and the U.S. Open,
the main thing we’re going to address
is the visual issue,”says Allen.
“There’s not a lot of definition—you
don’t get the sense you’re looking at
targets and features of a golf course,”
he says. The fix on that involves
maintenance practices, if nothing
else. “We’re working with mowing
heights, to try to create a visual that
better represents something you’d
see on the course. In terms of length,
the U.S. Open requirement isn’t
different from our normal,” Allen
explains. “Frankly, we need more
hitting space for a normal, peak
season day of golf than you would

need for 156 players at an Open.”
This is especially the case given

the turf variety that upholsters this
former gravel mine. It’s a British-style

fine fescue turf that doesn’t
germinate quickly. “We need maybe
twice as much tee space on a fescue
hitting deck as we’d need on a rye
grass deck,” says Allen. “It can take
five weeks to germinate a fescue
divot.”

USGA representatives originally
had directed Chambers Bay to build a
larger range, which management
truly has an operational need for,
anyway. The current range has a
supply of about 5,000 golf balls.
Apparently, that needs recycling
throughout busy days. Golfers can
use the Chambers Bay range before
their round. Those not playing the
course can buy a $25 daily pass or a
$600 annual pass. Due to the slow-
growing turf, however, the annual
pass is more of a season pass, and
good only from April through
October. That’s to help give the turf a
chance to recover and reestablish
itself. The range is always open for
golfers who are playing that day and
wish to warm up. There are also a
couple of local college teams that
enjoy no-charge range use privileges.
And there’s the local First Tee
program—that’s right, at a U.S. Open
golf course—that makes regular use
of this practice range, as well.

“We’re probably the only range in
the area using a daily flat fee, versus
distributing strictly by the buckets,”
says Allen. “We have baskets and a self-
serve tub out there, where you can
keep reloading your basket of golf
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Germination time required by the fescue
surface at Chambers Bay keeps a recovering
section of the grass tee off-limits for many
weeks.

“We get people who
expect academy-
style instruction and
people who come
looking for a Get Golf
Ready type of
introduction.” 

— Matt Allen
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U.S. Patent# 5,409,231 & Pat. Pending

New pro version
 Putting Stick®

With built-in mirror

PGA Tour Players Currently Using 

The Putting Stick®:

Sean O'Hair, Bo Van Pelt, 

John Kimball, Andrew Johnson, 

Scott Sterling, Mark Anderson, 

Brian Duncan, Jonathan Hodge, 

Skip Kendall

… and more added every day!

“PUTT LIKE A PRO!”

Instantly See Your Eye Alignment

Gives Precise Visual Feedback

About Your Stroke Accuracy

Detect and Correct Your Stroke

Path and Face Angle Errors

QUALITY LEATHER GOODS & GOLF ACCESSORIES

"The Putting Stick® has proven itself with scientific evidence as well as pure results with the players 

I work with.” 
Jon Sinclair, Sinclair's Golf Training Center, Euless, TX

“The Putting Stick® provides excellent feedback to my students in many different important areas, 

but most important it provides instant feedback on how the putter face is aligned relative to the 

putter path around impact.” 

Joey Wuertemberger, Jim McLean Golf Center, Fort Worth, TX

“You only have control of the first three feet and the Putting Stick® definitely helps you perfect that. 

If you don’t hit the putter square at impact, the ball will fall off it.” 

Pat Sellers, teacher on Web.com Tour

“The Putting Stick® gets students to realize their faults, and gives instant feedback on whether or 

not they are doing it correctly. It helps get the putter square at address, helps to ensure their eyes 

are over the ball, and forces the student to make an accelerated stroke. It gives players confidence 

that they can be aggressive with their putts and if it goes 3 to 4 feet by they know they can make 

that putt coming back with using the Putting Stick®.”

Chris Baisch, Hazeltine National Golf Club, Chaska, MN

All ®TPK Products Are Proudly 

Made in the USA

TPK, Inc.

316 Industrial Blvd.

Waconia, MN  55387
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• Non Greasy

• Paraben Free

• PABA Free

• Nanoparticle Free

• Broad Spectrum 

    UVA/UVB Protection

#1 Sunscreen on the PGA Tour 

with 11 wins and 973 players (72%) 

choosing Golfersskin Sunscreen*

1.800.977.3440
www.golfersskin.net (wholesale) 

We embraced Golfersskin 

Sunscreen as a new product 

in 2012. The company has a 

strong brand, an excellent 

product and fantastic 

sell-through. We look 

forward to further 

supporting Golfersskin 

in all of our retail endeavors.”

- KEN MORTON JR., AGM
  Haggin Oaks Golf Super Store

“

®

®

*Through the 2014 Waste Management Phoenix Open  

balls. There’s a surprising number of golfers out there
paying the daily flat fee.” Range op’s sometimes come
down to very simple arithmetic. In this case it’s a matter
of one large basket costing $9 and the daily privilege on
the range being priced at $25.

“You might think that two large buckets is a full-on
practice session, but if a player needs a length of time
to get his session accomplished, the day pass is a better
deal. The people that buy the flat fee might show up at
10am, hit balls, break for lunch, then go back to the
range.” 

The Chambers Bay staff does not offer clubfitting
of any kind. However, the pros do give lessons. “We’ve
been doing quite of bit of Get Golf Ready
programming under the Play Golf America initiative,”
says Allen. In the summer his crew does a series of
weekend junior clinics. There is some flash added to
the instruction program, via a partnership with the on-
site encampments of the Brian Mogg Golf Academy.
With victories by Lion Kim, winner of the 2010 U.S.
Public Links, and Y.E. Yang, whom Mogg coached to
victory in the 2009 PGA Championship, that brand
name has risen to notable heights. 

“Our head professional and lead instructor partner
with Brian Mogg and his academy,” says Allen,
explaining that the split-personality factor of being
county-owned 
and reasonably priced bumps up against the major-
championship identification. “We get people who
come here expecting academy-style instruction and
people who come looking for a simple, introductory
experience along the lines of Get Golf Ready.” Not
being a resort, Chambers Bay doesn’t pick up
instruction business the way a facility with upscale

Paying by the day ($25), some range customers practice in the
morning, stop to eat then hit more after lunch.
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lodging and dining might. “There’s not
much spontaneous ‘I had a bad round,
so can I take a lesson? – nothing like
that,” Allen muses.

He believes setting is what makes
this proposition truly unique. The
range sits perched directly above
stunning Puget Sound, and has a
railroad track to the side that’s busy
with Amtrak and freight trains all day
long. “I think the short-game practice
area is pretty cool,” he adds. “It was
designed for the U.S. Open so that on
one end you can hit shots off the
hitting deck toward the targets, too,
versus just dropping balls around the
green.” 

This year, Allen and his staff began
imprinting messages on the range
balls – prompts that people read as
they tee it up. Some say “Thank you
for visiting Chambers Bay,” some are
pace-of-play reminders, others are
reminders of the option to just play
nine, which pertain to the PGA and
USGA’s initiatives to get into the
game and play faster and have fun.
“It’s another way to communicate
with our guests,” says Allen. “I think
Pebble Beach was the first to do this

years ago, reminding people about
pace of play.” Eventually, as this
facility matures and hosts more
Majors, it will likely share many other

similarities to Pebble Beach – and
one day have its own first-class
academy to compete in that category
of the marketplace.  ■

Daily-fee golfers are greeted by an old-school, blank-looking landing area when they arrive to
warm up, although Puget Sound vistas beyond are certainly memorable. 
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R E A D E R  S E R V I C E

Tex-Net, Inc.
Family owned and operated since 1966, Tex-Net Inc. has
manufactured netting that can be found on golf ranges and
country clubs around the world.  Products include golf course
and driving range netting, baseball netting, all-sports netting,
fencing products and power cages.  All products are
manufactured in the USA and backed by a warranty that is
honored worldwide

To learn more visit: www.texnetusa.com

Tru Turf
Tru Turf offers synthetic turf installation at residential and
commercial properties.  Family owned and operated since 1995,
Tru Turf offers the most realistic products available and unrivaled
installation quality that saves water, time and reduces the carbon
footprint.  Tru Turf offer products such as: Custom Putting
Greens, Commercial Lawns, Golf Mats and Landscape Lawns.

To learn more visit: www.truturf.co

1. Above All Advertising
(866) 552-2683
www.abovealladvertising.net

2. Bracketron
(866) 237-4443
www.bracketron.com

3. Champ
(800) OK.CHAMP
www.champspikes.com

4. CheckPoint Golf Systems
(720) 260-6999
www.proputtingpractice.com

5. Coastal Netting
(800) 726-3354
www.coastalnetting.com

6. Easy Picker
(800) 641-4653
www.easypicker.com

7. EZ Hybrid Turf
(201) 343-3468
www.ezhybridturf.com

8. Foresight Sports
(858) 880-0179
www.foresightsports.com

9. Golf Range Specialties
(804) 305-3743
www.golfrangespecialties.com

10. Golf Web Design
(888) 287-2614
www.golfwebdesign.com

11. golfersskin
(800) 977-3440
www.golfersskin.com

12. Links Technology
(847) 252-7600
www.linkstechnology.com

13. Mitchell Golf Equipment
Company
(800) 437-1314
www.mitchellgolf.com

14. NuShield, Inc.
(877) 900-9192
www.nushield.com/golf

15. Ping
(800) 474-6434
www.ping.com

16. Power Tee
(877) 769-3781
www.powertee.com

17. Range Servant
(800) 878-8050
www.rangeservant.us

18. Sand Dollar’s Solutions
(610) 334-4103
www.sand-dollars.com

19. Tex-Net
(800) 541-1123
www.texnetusa.com

20. The Putting Stroke Teacher
(309) 358-1602
www.tpsteacher.com

21. TPK Golf
(800) 433-4653
www.tpkgolf.com

22. Tru Turf
(559) 421-9005
www.truturf.co

23. UST/Mamiya
(800) 277-0534
www.ustmamiya.com

24. Wittek
(800) 869-1800
www.wittekgolf.com

Featured Partners

Welcome to the Family!

At the GRAA, we appreciate the business of all our partners that support our
many endeavors such as Golf Range Magazine, GRAA Best Practices, the GRAA
Awards Program, the GRAA Boot Camp Series as well as many other digital and
relationship programs.  Recently, the GRAA has welcomed the following new
partners who have come on board to support the range side of the business and
partner with our members on growing the game and growing revenue at your
respective facilities:

CheckPoint Golf Systems
(720) 260-6999
www.proputtingpractice.com

golfersskin
(800) 977-3440
www.golfersskin.com

The Putting Stroke Teacher
(309) 358-1602
www.tpsteacher.com

TPK Golf
(800) 433-4653
www.tpkgolf.com
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Get Golf Ready students spent an average of  

$1,069 in their first year on golf *

  A Great Way to
Welcome New Golfers 
to your Facility!

REGISTER AT 

PGALinks.com/Registration

*2012 results from Get Golf Ready survey hosted by NGF.
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Golf Range Association of America
Preferred Vendors
In recognition of their support and participation, The Golf Range Association of
America wishes to thank the following GRAA Preferred Vendors.

888-881-2433
www.covershotsgolf.com

Official Mobile Canopy Supplier

800-726-3354
www.coastalnetting.com
Exclusive Netting Company

800-869-1800
www.wittekgolf.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

800 OK CHAMP
www.champspikes.com

Official Spike and Tee Supplier

800-541-1123
www.texnetusa.com

Exclusive Netting Company

888-287-2614
www.golfwebdesign.com

Official Web Designer

800-641-4653
www.easypicker.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

EASY PICKER
®

GOLF PRODUCTS

877-769-3781
www.powertee.com

Official Automated Tee System
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Learn more and get started at:

www.PGA.com/ACTIVE

POWERFUL 
TOOLS

to drive more revenue 
and players for your 

golf programs
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